Friends of Ladd Marsh First Saturday Bird Walk

Takes place the first Saturday of every month.

Participants should dress appropriately for the weather, recognizing the potential for wet ground and strong wind. Please leave pets at home or make other arrangements. Individual daily public access permits are not required; the walk leader will have a group permit. An ODFW Wildlife Area Parking Permit is required for all vehicles on Ladd Marsh Wildlife Area.

Directions to Ladd Marsh HQ: From La Grande, take the Union Highway (203) to Pierce Rd (B&K Auto Salvage). Turn right (south) on Pierce. Continue for approximately 1 ¼ mile to HQ on the right. From Union, turn left on Pierce Rd and follow above directions. HQ can be reached from I-84: Take exit 268 (Foothill Rd) then turn east. At the “T” with Pierce Rd, turn left (north). Continue about 1 1/2 mile to HQ on the left.